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Overview

Globally, campaigns by governments & Non-profit Organizations (NGOs) and
individuals to end poverty have gone on for decades but nothing much has really changed.
But these millions of financially excluded people are not helpless in our view. We will
explore some of the amazing ideas brought by a UK based Company (Electroneum
Limited) in the next pages that can help millions of people buy their way out of poverty.
.

CHAPTER ONE

POVERTY, AN OLD AGED BEAST
overty is multidimensional in context but throughout this book, its meant to be
understood as “economic deprivation that affects the life of an individual or of entire
communities.”
Though campaigns by governments & Non-profit Organizations (NGOs) have gone on for decades,
nothing much has really changed most especially in Africa. Roughly 600 million people globally
are estimated to be living in extreme poverty today.
Take for example Uganda, the country I come from. Despite continuous global contributions for
decades, Uganda still remains one of the poorest countries in the world with poverty rate standing at
around 20 percent (as per 2013 reports).Much of these donor funds have
been ineffective as they have often
ended up in the wrong hands, in
the hands of corrupt individuals
especially Government officials
(Yes Uganda is among the most
corrupt in the world (Transparency
International, 2017). This has made
millions of Ugandans
(80 percent of whom are estimated
to be youths) have difficulty in
accessing electricity, convenient
transport, quality education,
medical treatment, having a
decent meal and are largely
unemployed. So what other ideas
can be tried out to see that the status
quo of millions of people living in
such dire conditions is changed?

P

In the pages below, we would like to
introduce three ideas which we
strongly believe can change the
lives of millions of Ugandans &
those in LDCs ( Low Developed
Countries) elsewhere.

CHAPTER TWO

WHAT IS ELECTRONEUM?

How technology has revolutionized the world.
Technology has for years changed the world around us to our
amazement. Back in days, people used written letters which
took days to deliver to the recipient. Then email ideas was
born, we can now easily communicate with those far away
from us by sending them a “digital letter” (technically
called an email). All one needs is an internet connection
and the communication goes on in an instant. In early
days, our elders used to give money to bus drivers who
could physically deliver it to their distant friends,
families or business associates but that changed with
the coming of Mobile Money and other exiting
money transfer methods. Similarly, we have digitalized
photos and the way we socialize with others where
social media now rules the globe.
Tell me exactly what this Electroneum is all about.
Electroneum is a global blockchain based digital payment
System developed in late 2017 by a UK based Company
Electroneum Limited. It’s a global digital currency and
therefore exists in a digital form only. It’s not printed
on paper or stored in a bank. It’s however stored in
a highly secure “electronic account” (it’s technically
called a wallet). This wallet is accessible by you
only (just as your Mobile Money account is
accessible by you only. The bright spot of this
innovation is its ability to bring global mobile
payments to places where millions had been
locked out. Anyone with a smartphone can easily
acess this payment system on a one-click installation
of the electroneum app from playstore or appstore.
It can also be easily accessed on a computer.
Thousands of people globally are joining the
Electroneum family each day via this simple step.
Since Electroneum runs on blockchain
technology, the transactions one makes
via this payment system are highly secure
& verified / validated on the network by more
than twenty global NGOs like Ubuntu
( based in South Africa), Wonder Foundation ( based in UK)

and Indonesia’s Project Child among others. On verifying / validating the transaction(s),the
technology was designed to automatically reward the NGO (that verified / validated the transaction)
with Electroneum digital currency (short form is ETN) which they thereafter use to finance their
charity activities in areas they are operating.

.

And unlike the existing mobile payment options,
transactions made via the Electroneum platform
are almost costless.
That’s amazing, isn’t it?

CHAPTER THREE

WHAT ABOUT ANYTASK PLATFORM?

The Under Banked Penetrating the global market with simple devices?
AnyTask (anytask.com) is another innovative idea by Electroneum Ltd.
It’s a freelance platform (you can call it a website), a labour platform
which unites buyers of digital services with sellers of these services.
Millions of people are able to use their smartphones, laptops or other
devices to do some digitalwork (called tasks) like Creating personalized
emojis, typing,translation, video- audio editing and production,
social media marketing, online survey, testing newly created apps,
photography, graphics designing, selling your composed
poems, your music content if you are a song composer, and so on. You
can do any of these digital “jobs” in the comfort of your chair for any
customer anywhere in the world and the payment is made to you
via the global mobile-based Electroneum payment system .
so the people from Developing countries who work at AnyTask
do not need banks to
receive payment.
Let’s get you an example to give
you a clear picture. Supposedly
someone in USA made some
recorded presentation which they now
want transcribed. What will they do?
They will go to the AnyTask website, get in
contact with anyone who can do this digital work
(and literally any Ugandan with a writing
skills can do this job using their smartphone
or laptop or tablet) and you get paid in ETN
after delivering the customer’s transcribed
work ( in Ms-word, pdf e,t,c) .
This is revolutionary. Many people in
LDCs (Least Developed Countries) do
not have bank accounts. Electroneum
brings global digital economy and mobile
payments to the tips of their fingers
They easily connect with customers
globally without worrying on how
payments will be effected.

In Uganda for example, the millions of young people with smartphones can easily use this
platform to explore more opportunities globally and to
earn more at no cost (yes the platform
does not have any charges like the
rest of the existing freelance websites).
On the side of governments, the more
nationals join and use the platform,
the more money flows into the
country hence maximizing capital
inflow.

Examples of “Digital stuff” you can do using your smartphone
1.Transcription
Yes lots people hold conferences or other events which are video or audio recorded. They would
love to have this content to be transcribed mostly for posting on their blogs / websites. You can do this on the
your smartphone with ease.

2. Social media marketing
With billions of people across the globe using social media, it has become a good avenue for
marketing and many companies and individuals target it to market their products. This is a work you can do
on your smartphone for some with ease. All you have to do is build your brand and have massive followers
on social media.
3. poems & songs, blogs
If you are creative, you can easily use your smartphone to create and sell your composed content at
AnyTask.
4. Removing photo backgrounds.
Most of the people who do this use professional software like Photoshop but it’s something you can
do on your smartphone by simply using apps like Adobe Photoshop Mix,Touch Retouch and lots of other
apps.
5. Writing professional Curriculum Vitae
Yes this is something that troubles people across the world and if you have the skills, you can easily
write CVs for people from across the globe. There is a MsWord app that can help you to easily do this on
your smartphone.
6. Video Editing, production & animation
Yes you can do simple video editing like cropping, trimming, adding sound to the video, simple
coloring etc with apps like crop & trim, video power and so on. Also apps like flipaclip and Adobe Spark
Post can easily help you do animations and some simple intros & outros.

7. Graphics designing.
Yes, you can create nice posters for customers at AnyTask on your smartphone. Again Adobe Spark
Post is a cool app for this; it comes with loads of templates which you can play with to create something
impressive for a customer.

8. Testing new apps & websites
You know problems with new stuff; it’s always inaccurate so websites and apps are not immune
from this. Developers of apps and websites are always looking for people who can test their new products
on different android & ios versions to checkout bugs and get general feedback on performance. You can do
this on your smartphone for a customer at AnyTask. Simply download, install and test the customer’s
product & get them functionality feedback.

9. Photography
There are graphics designers all over the world who would love to have unique photos to use in
their Photoshop projects. You can do this work. Simply use your smartphone (or possibly use a friend’s if it
has a better camera ) take the photos they want in their correct postures ad oops , you are done.

10. Resource based job
You can for example download and re-upload contents like videos for customers if your
smartphone has high speed internet. Yes people would like to get a video from somewhere ( like a website
) and you re-upload it for them elsewhere ( like on their YouTube channel) and this is something you can do
on your smartphone.

11. Translation
Using your smartphone, you can easily translate letters, documents, web content, etc from one
language to another for a customer
12. Videography
This requires you to shoot some location based videos. Yes there are customers out there who
need this as it saves them time & money they would have spent on fights, air tickets, hotels etc.
Supposedly one outside Africa may need a video clip of the mountain gorillas which are only located in
Uganda, Rwanda and Congo, anyone nearest to these locations can easily do this job for the client.
13. CHAT ATTENDANT
As more customers going to the internet for help is increasingly becoming popular, you can work in
this customer service industry as a chat support agent.

There are lots of other digital stuff you can do but we are restricted by space. We urge
You do some research and you will land on more exciting money earning stuff you can do.

CHAPTER FOUR

Of What Use is Electroneum ( ETN ) ?
Well, there are lots of use cases as we speak. For Ugandans, you can use your earned ETN
to buy MTN, Airtel, Africell or Uganda Telecom airtime in Uganda. Globally, users in Brazil on
Claro Network can also top up.
.
Those in South Africa can top up on their Unlimited
Network simcards, Turkey is fully covered, Nigeria,
Tanzania, recently in Cambodia for anyone on the
Cellcard network and more countries were rolled out.
Yes, as I speak you can topup airtime in140 countries.
Additionally you can use it to pay bills currently in
Senegal, Mali, Nigeria, Gambia and more are coming
Besides, businesses accepting ETN are growing each
day. Some of them are online while others are
physical. Check out etneverywhere.com, their
online directory listing businesses across the world
accepting Electroneum ( ETN ). More use cases are
growing across the world. You can as well exchange
ETN for cash.

Electroneum’s partnership with Cambodia’s Cellcard
Appears in their local Newspaper

Electroneum being advertised by the
UNLIMITED, a South African Telecom Company

Why are businesses growingly accepting ETN payments?
Electroneum has more than four million users across the globe
and with the lauch of AnyTask platform more people are
expected to join AnyTask, work and earn ETN which they can
spend on goods & services you provide. You widen your
customer base which maximizes your income as well
when you are accepting ETN payments.

CHAPTER FIVE

AND THE TASK SCHOOL?
“People are intelligent all over the world. They have the ability to learn new skills but they have no
reason to learn those new skills because there is no out let for them… ”

Richard Ells, CEO, Electroneum Ltd

The task school (www.taskschool.com )is a free e-learning
platform where anyone can learn digital skills.

There are skills one can learn using a smartphone like creating personalized emojis, which they can
sell on the AnyTask platform. Also complex skills like video production, professional photography
and photo editing, Audio editing and production, software development, website designing and so
on do exist on the platform still at no cost.

CHAPTER SIX

ETN DONATE

EtnDonate is kind of like a crowd-funding platform but specifically for NGOs that applied and were
finally approved by Electroneum Ltd to appear on the etndonate.com platform. Donations are solely
made in ETN and you can donate any amount of ETN to any NGO of your choice. At the time of
writing, over 194,483 ETN has been received by NGOs as donations from users of Electroneum
worldwide.

CONCLUSION
The above ideas we saw are much of help if we indeed want to end financial Inclusion and poverty
haunting millions of fellow human beings. They open financial opportunities for everyone,
anywhere in the world as long as they have internet connection. We recommend these amazing
ideas to Governments, NGOs and all communities worldwide.

Regards
Kazibwe Edris
……………………………

Kazibwe Edris is an Independent Electroneum enthusiast residing in Uganda.
For any suggestions and comments on this little booklet, you can write to him
at:kazibwe.1.edris@gmail.com

